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Abstract-: Scuba driver face a great challenge in the field 

of communication under water. For the communication 

purpose, they use hand signal or hand sign which is very 

difficult to understand and having life risk. To get rid of 

this Problem, we should use LIFI (Light Fidelity) 

technology. LIFI use light waves for the communication 

purpose and under water it can be used. We try to use lifi 

here for the communication between scuba drivers. Scuba 

driver already bring light with them and we use that light 

only to send voice message to the other scuba. We use a 

microphone which capture voice from the scuba and the 

light waves deliver this message to the nearby scuba. 

It is quite helpful for the scuba communication.   

 

Key word: LIFI (Light Fidelity) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Today we can’t imagine a world without internet, wifi etc. 

Internet, wifi all these makes our life easier. We can send a 

text, voice and even video message in a few second to who sit 

at thousand miles far. 
         Then in 2011, Harald Hass discovered lifi (light fidelity). 

In his TED talk he explain and demonstrated all about the lifi, 

it actually work with light waves just like the wifi technology 

work with radio waves. 

 

 In simple language data can be send through the light 

signal.    
 

But still now Scuba driver use hand signal to communicate 

each other under water because wifi that means radio waves or 

signal is not working under water. But now no more hand 
signal, we can use lifi technology. lifi send data or information 

as the speed of light for that it is quite useful. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Our first stage of communication revolution starts with the 

hand sign. And now we can’t think a world without internet, 

wifi etc. 

 

But even now today’s technology fails in communicating 

under water for scuba driver. We have no such method or 

technology which can help us in this problem. 

 

 

 

The only method we use to communicate is hand sign.  It is 

the only method through they can understand one another. 

 

 
Fig.1 

All above hand signals are used by scuba. 

III. PROBLEM WITH THE EXISTING SYSYTEM 

 

Now we discuss all the problem faced by scuba driver with the 

existing system that is communication through hand sign. 

 

1. During night diving Scuba have to face difficult to 

understand the hand sign due to absence of light. 

 

Fig. 2 explain the problem properly  
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Fig. 2 

 

2.  Scuba driver have to face the same problem where 
sunlight can’t penetrate through water.  

 

Fig no: 03 explain the problem properly 

 

 
                   

Fig. 3 

 

3. Scuba driver have to bring limited oxygen with them 
and this communication method take much time to 

understand the other scuba. 

 

4. Those entire problems increase the life risk of a scuba 

driver. 

Proposed System 

In proposed system we will use lifi technology in place of 

hand sign. 

Which allow the scuba to communicate with other scuba 

with Voice. 

 

The main problem I faced to establish this proposed system is 

about a matter that scuba can’t talk under water because an 

oxygen mask is attached with their mouth. 

Fig. 4   explain it. 

 

 
 

     Fig. 4  

 

But to get rid of this problem we have to use a scuba helmet 

which allows them to breath under water. 

But now many companies develop such scuba helmet which 
allows them to breathe inside water freely. 

 

       
 

 

 
 

This is the scuba helmet which allow them to breath inside 

their helmet. 

 
Here we use such type of scuba helmet for lifi communication. 
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Architecture of proposed system 

 

Here we have to use such scuba helmet which allows us to 
breathe freely inside water it means we can also talk inside our 

scuba helmet. 

Now we use this concept to develop our proposed system like 

that below. 

Transmitter scuba 

 

We will connect a microphone with a circuit inside our scuba 

helmet. 

Here is the circuit diagram 

 

 
 

When scuba say something for the other scuba like move 

forward, wait etc inside the helmet then the microphone 

absorb this voice and then we will transfer this voice message 

to the other scuba through the light they bring during diving. 

Actually we will connect that microphone circuit with the light 

and for that the voice message gets converted into light waves. 
 

Receiver scuba 

 

The other scuba driver will be the receiver scuba with respect 

to the first scuba. 

 

We will connect this following circuit with a headphone and 

receiver for the receiver scuba inside its helmet. 

 

 
 

To receive the light waves we can use LDR or SOLAR 

PANEL as a receiver. 
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The above fig properly explains how scuba will 

communicate through lifi technology 

IV. CONCLUSION  

 

Here lifi play its core role to improve the performance of 

scuba communication method. Lifi allow the scuba driver to 

send them voice message and for that it also decrease the life 

risk of scuba during diving. 
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